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What is ABS?
 An Anti-Lock Brake System is a feedback control

system that modulates brake pressure in response to

measured wheel deceleration, preventing the

controlled wheels from becoming fully locked.controlled wheels from becoming fully locked.
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Motivation for ABS
Under hard braking, an ideal braking system should:

 provide the shortest stopping distances on all surfaces

 maintain vehicle stability and steerability

Anti-lock braking systems were developed to best meet

these needs
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Evolution of ABS
1936 German company Bosch is awarded a patent for an 

“Apparatus for preventing lock-braking of wheels in a 
motor vehicle.”  R&D by Bosch and Mercedes-Benz.

1978 First production-line installation of ABS into Mercedes and 
BMW vehiclesBMW vehicles

1981 100,000 Bosch ABS installed

1985 First ABS installed on US vehicles

1986 1M Bosch ABS installed

1987 Traction control – in conjunction with ABS – used on 
passenger  vehicles
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Evolution of ABS
1992 10M Bosch ABS installed

1995 Electronic Stability – in conjunction with ABS and TCS –
for passenger cars

1999 50M Bosch ABS installed1999 50M Bosch ABS installed

2000 6 of 10 new cars on the road are ABS equipped

2003 100M Bosch ABS installed
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The first two wheeler with ABS was way back in 1988 BMW
introduced an electronic – hydraulic ABS to its motorcycle: the
BMW K100 followed by the HONDA in 1992 on theST1100 and
SUZUKI introduced in 2007 on GSF1200SA.



Advantage ABS
 Active safety braking

system
 Prevents vehicle skid
 Anti-skid wet road braking
 Can be fitted on any dual Can be fitted on any dual

disk brake two wheeler
 Upgradeable for use in a

four wheeler
 Watchdog feature in case

of failure to revert to
normal braking condition
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Target Functionality of Motorcycle ABS
 Maintain motorcycle stability while braking on all

surfaces at all times
 Maximize stopping power

How is this achieved?How is this achieved?
 Prevent wheel lock by continuously monitoring wheel

slip and adjusting hydraulic brake pressure at the
wheel to maintain target slip

 Maintain target wheel slip close to the maximum
stopping power available for any given surface
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Double channel 
ABS:

Anti-lock function 
activated

on front and rear 
brakes.brakes.

Anti-lock function:
Prevention of wheel-

lock, to preserve 
stability and

allow the use of full 
brake power.

Hydraulic unit with attached control unit
Wheel-speed sensor
Sensor signal
Brake circuit front wheel
Brake circuit rear wheel
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Braking with Motorcycle ABS
Typical braking distance of a motorcycle 
(average driver, starting speed 62 mph)

Source: Curatorship of traffic safety, Vienna 2002 9



Indian Scenario
Road accident deaths by various mode of transport

(percentage share) (in 2012)
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Indian Scenario
 In 2012, a total of 32,318 (23.2%) died in two wheeler

accidents. Of this the motorcycle share was 73.27%
which declined marginally to 71.43% in 2013.

 The Indian consumer preference for choosing a motorbike
was driven by Styling, Power, Fit & Finish, Handling,
Available Features & Sound.Available Features & Sound.

 Manufacturers lure customers with pricing game and are
ready to offer CBS technology which is nowhere close to
ABS, though it does make braking safer. Despite MoRTH’s
keenness, Mfrs have sought 2 years time for ABS!!

 ABS technology will impact the pricing by around
Rs. 6,000.

 In India, TVS Motor Company has manufactured
indigenous ABS technology for its two wheelers and has
applied for a patent for the same.
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Conclusion
 The motorbikes in Indian market unlike the

international markets serve the purpose commuting
and not leisure.

 Our Indian market is unfortunately driven by price
and price alone. The aspect of safety is neither beingand price alone. The aspect of safety is neither being
adequately promoted by the manufacturers, nor is it
being demanded by the Consumers.

 Stakeholders should join hands and persuade auto
manufacturers’ to give due importance to ABS and
join in promoting this concept to Indian Customers.

Contd..
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Conclusion
 Indigenised ABS Technology seems a viable solution

as there will be a limited price increase.
 Price to be further moderated by the Government by

exempting excise duty on ABS.
 ABS should become a mandatory requirement for all ABS should become a mandatory requirement for all

two wheelers from 1st April 2015.
 Extensive and Consistent Customer Education is the

need of the hour.
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